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The First Lego Book

Along came Grandma.

“I will give you a push, Linda,” said Grandma.

“Weeeeeeeee!” cried Linda.

And that was the end of  the second story.

“Another story!” cried Malcolm.

Grandma found a Lego family!

She told another story, but it would not fit in this 
book. 

THE END
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11Then,                    wanted to sit down on the 
merry-go-round. This was a problem.

                      ’s Lego body would not sit down!

So                            changed it.

Now                   could ride on the merry-go-
round, sitting down!

“Weeeee!”

And that was the end of the first story. “What else can we feed the squirrel?” asked       . 

“Hot dogs!” answered                       .

The squirrel ate all of the hot dog.

The squirrel ate all of the bun.

“What should they eat?”

“PIZZA!” answered                             .

So            and                                  ate pizza.

While they were eating pizza, they told stories.

“One more story!” cried                            .

                                 found another Lego person.

“Who do you think this looks like?”                     
asked                                  .

“                 !” cried                          .

So                        looked and 
looked in the Lego box, and 
she found another person. 
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merry-go-round. This was a problem.

                      ’s Lego body would not sit down!

So                            changed it.

Now                   could ride on the merry-go-
round, sitting down!

“Weeeee!”

And that was the end of the first story. “What else can we feed the squirrel?” asked       . 

“Hot dogs!” answered                       .

The squirrel ate all of the hot dog.

The squirrel ate all of the bun.

“What should they eat?”

“PIZZA!” answered                             .

So            and                                  ate pizza.

While they were eating pizza, they told stories.

“One more story!” cried                            .

                                 found another Lego person.

“Who do you think this looks like?”                     
asked                                  .

“                 !” cried                          .

So                        looked and 
looked in the Lego box, and 
she found another person. 

“What should they eat?”

“PIZZA!” answered                             

So                              and                             ate pizza.

While they were eating pizza, they told stories.

“One more story!” cried                                 

                            found another Lego person.

“Who do you think THIS looks like?                            asked.

“                            !” cried

                              .

Then                            looked and 
looked in the Lego box, and she 
found more Lego people.

Then                    wanted to sit down on the merry-go-round. 
This was a problem.

                             Lego body would not sit down!

So                              changed it.

Now                          could ride on the merry-go-round,  
sitting down!

“Weeeeeee!”

And that was the end of the first story.

“What else can we feed the squirrel?” asked                      .

“Hot dogs!” answered                           

The squirrel ate all of the hot dog.

The squirrel ate all of the bun.
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“                    ,                     , tell me a story!” 
said                    .

“How about a Lego story?” said                          .

“OK,” said                              .

So                               took out some                         .

“Here is the first person for the story. I am going 
to call her                    ,” said                               .

The squirrel at the pizza sauce.

The squirrel at the pizza crust.

But the squirrel did not like the cheese!
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“                            ,                           , tell me a story!” said

“How about a Lego story?” asked

“OK,” said     

So                                    took out some Lego.

The squirrel ate the pizza sauce.

The squirrel ate the pizza crust.

But the squirrel did not want the cheese!

“Here is the first person for the 
story. I am going to call her  
 
                                    
said  
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Once upon a time                   went to the park. 

She saw a merry-go-round.

She wanted to ride on the merry-go-round, but 

there was no one there to give her a push.

Next,                     and                      sat near a tree 
and told stories.

Suddenly,                 saw a squirrel.

“I want to feed that squirrel,” said                 .

                      told                    to feed some 
pizza to the squirrel.

So                    told one more very short story.                                                                                       

                        and                              came to a picnic
table.
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Once upon a time,                            went to the park.

She saw a merry-go-round.

She wanted to ride on the merry-go-round, but there was no one 
there to give her a push.

So                              told one more very short story.
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Along came Grandma.

“I will give you a push, Linda,” said Grandma.

“Weeeeeeeee!” cried Linda.

And that was the end of  the second story.
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Next,                              and                          sat near  
a tree and told stories.

Suddenly,                                    saw a squirrel.

“I want to feed that squirrel, she said.

                               told                      to feed some 
pizza to the squirrel.
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